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ABSTRACT
Pandemic Schooling: Lessons in Equity, Advocacy, and Racial Justice
By
Donna L. Rivera
Advisor: Stephen Brier
It was my fourth year of teaching at a Brooklyn elementary school when the COVID-19
pandemic forced school buildings, and the entire city, to enter a world of lockdown and quarantine.
New York City was an early epicenter of the 2020 coronavirus pandemic, and the virus quickly
revealed severe racial and socioeconomic disparities across the city. A disproportionate number of
cases, serious illnesses, and death has been experienced by low-income Black and Latinx
communities. At the same time, 2020 also ushered in a national racial reckoning following the May
murder of George Floyd.
In this thesis, I will provide a narrative capturing the realities of the New York City public
schools during a one-year span: March 2020 to March 2021. As a Brooklyn-born Boricua, product
of New York City’s public schools, and an elementary school teacher, this thesis will serve as a
counter-narrative to what NYC Mayor Bill de Blasio has touted as “the gold standard” for
reopening the city’s public schools. I argue that the NYCDOE, under the mayoral control of Bill de
Blasio, in fact exacerbated inequities that its most marginalized students faced throughout the
pandemic. Long-standing issues, such as school segregation, poor infrastructure, the digital divide,
and a lack of resources had intensified during the 2020 – 2021 school year which were particularly
challenging to the physical, mental, and emotional well-being of Black and Latinx children.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
In response to the novel coronavirus pandemic, life as we knew it became one of lock-down
and quarantine. SARS-CoV-2, better known as COVID-19, forced the nation to enter a new age of
telecommuting, remote work, and remote learning. As a third-grade teacher for the New York City
Department of Education (NYCDOE), I had to adapt my pedagogy and my capacity as an advocate
for the community I served. New York City was dealt a devastating blow in the early days of
COVID-19; by late March, New York City was the epicenter of the global pandemic.1 Coping with
a global health crisis and working to meet the needs of my students and their families, I found
myself caught in a balancing act between being a teacher, a coordinator, a counselor, an activist
and advocate – all while managing my own physical and mental health.
Then, on May 25, 2020, two months into New York City’s lockdown, a Minneapolis Black
man named George Floyd was murdered by a white police officer. The entire nation witnessed the
horrifying scene in a viral video in which then Minneapolis police officer Derek Chauvin held his
knee on George Floyd’s neck for over 9 minutes.2 George Floyd’s murder was a breaking point in
the nation’s tolerance of the systemic racial violence being perpetuated against Black Americans by
White police officers. The Black Lives Matter movement centered the national dialogued on
systemic racism as daily protests continued over the next year across the country and the world as
the United States entered a long-overdue period of racial reckoning. Concurrent with nationwide
#BlackLivesMatter protests were the disproportionate increases in rates of COVID-19 infections in
impoverished Black and Latinx communities. According to data released by the Center for Disease

Jesse McKinley, “New York City Region Is Now an Epicenter of the Coronavirus Pandemic,” The New York Times,
March 22 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/22/nyregion/Coronavirus-new-York-epicenter.html
2
Eliott C. McLaughlin, “Three videos piece together the final moments of George Floyd's life,” CNN, June 23, 2020,
https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/01/us/george-floyd-three-videos-minneapolis/index.html .
1
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Control (CDC), Black Americans accounted for more cases, hospitalizations and deaths compared
to White, non-Hispanic or Latinx Americans.3 2020 was truly an unprecedented year in the nation’s
history as it highlighted society’s long-standing racial, socioeconomic and health disparities. Racial
inequality is deeply embedded in the nation’s social systems such as policing, public health,
criminal justice, and education. Even New York City’s public school system is plagued by
systemic, institutional racism.
In this thesis, I will provide a narrative that attempts to capture the realities of the New
York City public schools during the one-year span from March 2020 to March 2021. This narrative
will evaluate the compounding effects of the coronavirus pandemic, racialized trauma, and NYC
mayor Bill de Blasio’s policy decisions. As a Brooklyn-born Boricua, product of New York City’s
public schools, and an elementary school teacher, this thesis will serve as a counter-narrative to
what NYC Mayor Bill de Blasio has touted as “the gold standard” for reopening the public schools.
I argue that the NYCDOE, under the mayoral control of Bill de Blasio, in fact exacerbated
inequities against its most marginalized students throughout the pandemic. Long-standing issues,
such as school segregation, poor infrastructure, the digital divide, and a lack of resources had
amplified during the 2020 – 2021 school year that had been particularly challenging to the
physical, mental, and emotional well-being of Black and Latinx children.
I approach my work through the lens of Critical Race Theory (CRT). As Sonya Douglass
Horsford writes:
An in interdisciplinary approach to inquiry, CRT draws from history, law, sociology,
philosophy, anthropology, political science, and cultural studies to examine how race and
racial ideology affect and influence legal, political, scientific, and social thought and action
in contemporary contexts. By centering race and racism in its analysis, CRT examines the
impact and implications of race conscious policies (e.g. desegregation, school assignment
3

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, "Risk for COVID-19 Infection, Hospitalization, and Death by
Race/Ethnicity," U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, May
26, 2021, https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/investigations-discovery/hospitalization-death-byrace-ethnicity.html.
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plans, affirmative action in college admissions) and seemingly race-neutral ones (e.g.
ability tracking, special education placements, proficiency exams).4
As an educator of color in an overwhelmingly White profession, I see that it is essential for
me to provide a counter-narrative to one focused solely on the achievement gap, learning loss, and
the NYCDOE’s “success” in reopening school buildings amid a global pandemic.
As Sonya Douglass Horsford notes, CRT values the experiential knowledge of people of
color, including the experiences of teachers of color such as myself. “Through counter storytelling,
a foundational precept and methodological tool of CRT, scholars can capture, construct, and reveal
marginalized experiences while challenging mainstream narratives that readily may be accepted as
objective truths.”5 Building upon the tenet of counter-storytelling, Gloria Ladson-Billings and
William Tate assert that “Without authentic voices of people of color (as teachers, parents,
administrators, students, and community members, it is doubtful that we can say or know anything
useful about education in their communities.”6 By providing authentic voices, this narrative will
focus on the impact of pandemic schooling and the mayor’s policy decisions on low-income Black
and Latinx students, their families, and their communities.
When we bridge the past and the present, it becomes clear how COVID-19 did not create
new equity issues, but rather exacerbated pre-existing inequities in the NYCDOE. Decades of
neglect of public school infrastructure, digital infrastructure, and systemic issues such as school
segregation came to a head during the coronavirus pandemic, revealing how the New York City
public school system has, and continues to be, harmful to marginalized communities. This fact,
compounded by the racial trauma of countless Black lives being taken due to police violence,

4

Sonya Douglass Horsford, Learning in a Burning House: Educational Inequality, Ideology, and (Dis)integration
(New York, NY: Teachers College Press, 2011), 30.
5
Horsford, Learning in a Burning House, 30.
6
Gloria Ladson-Billings and William Tate, “Toward a Critical Race Theory of Education,” Teachers College Record,
January 1995, 58.
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established the environmental context for pandemic schooling. Pandemic schooling for educators
such as myself became an experience of centering the physical, emotional and mental well-being of
students, families, staff, and entire school communities. Each day it became critical for me to show
up for my students and engage in what Black educator and critical race scholar Dr. Bettina Love
describes as “abolitionist teaching.”
In her text, We Want to Do More Than Survive: Abolitionist Teaching and the Pursuit of
Educational Freedom, Love defines abolitionist teaching as “the practice of lifelong solidarity with
communities of color while drawing on the imagination, creativity, and refusal, (re)membering,
visionary thinking healing, rebellious spirit, boldness, determination, and subversiveness of
abolitionists to eradicate injustice in and outside of schools.”7 Throughout the pandemic such
abolitionist teaching and the NYC educators who practice it at the grassroots level played an
essential role in promoting the well-being of the city’s Black and Brown students. In particular, the
social justice caucus of the city’s teacher’s union, the Movement of Rank-and-File Educators
(MORE) took center-stage in advocating for the city’s public school children. MORE’s slogan
since 2013 has been “our teaching conditions are our students learning conditions” highlighting the
ways educators’ poor working conditions affect the learning conditions of low-income Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) students.8 Prior to the pandemic, MORE has always
been committed to the safety of school buildings, police free schools, health justice, and the overall
fight for equity in New York City’s public schools.

7

Bettina Love, We Want to Do More Than Survive: Abolitionist Teaching and the Pursuit of Educational Freedom
(Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 2019), 2.
8
MORE Caucus NYC, “MORE Motto,” Movement of Rank and File Educators, August 14, 2013,
https://morecaucusnyc.org/2013/08/14/more-motto/
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Serving over 1.1 million students9, the NYCDOE is the largest public school system in the
country.10 Of these 1.l million students, 26.2 percent are Black, 16.6 percent Asian, 41.7 percent
Hispanic and 15.5 percent are White. Additionally, 72.8 percent are economically disadvantaged,
13.2 percent are English Language Learners (ELLs), and 20.2 percent are students with disabilities
(SWDs).1112 NYC public school students come from a diverse array of backgrounds, yet, according
to a report by The Civil Rights Project, the NYCDOE is also one of the most segregated public
school system in the nation.13
In a reflection of her own classroom experience, Bettina Love discusses the demographics
of her second- and third-grade classes, and notes how segregated schools deprive students of social
mobility and essential resources:
As diverse as the school was, and still is, its diversity was held together by poverty… A
good number of my students came from poor working families. These parents went to work
every day at the bottom of the US wage distribution; they were simply, at best, to survive.
The reality is that our ‘political economy is structured to create poverty and inequality.’
Schools reflect our political economy. The fact that schools are funded by local property
taxes ensures that students who live in poor communities receive an education that will
maintain, and, in fact, widen the gap between the uber-rich, the rich, the rapidly shrinking
middle class, the working poor, and the poor. This system renders schools ineffective in
providing for students any type of real social mobility. Schools in higher-income districts or
Rich-enclaves are well resource, have high quality teachers, have low teacher turnover. In
addition to parent-teacher affluent schools work to ensure that extracurricular activities,
Community initiatives, and field trips are offered to the already privilege.14

School segregation limits access to resources of low income Black and Brown students when
compared to their more affluent peers. By applying a CRT lens to educational policies imposed on

New York City Department of Education, “DOE Data at a Glance,” n.d., Accessed February 19, 2021.
https://www.schools.nyc.gov/about-us/reports/doe-data-at-a-glance.
10
U.S. Census Bureau, “Top 10 Largest School Districts by Enrollment and Per Pupil Current Spending,” 2017 Census
of Governments: Finance - Survey of School System Finances, May 21, 2019,
https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/2019/comm/largest-school-districts.html.
11
New York City Department of Education, “DOE Data at a Glance.”
12
See Figure 1
13
Gary Orfield et al., “Brown at 60: Great Progress, a Long Retreat and an Uncertain Future,” The Civil Rights Project,
May 15, 2004, 24.
14
Love, We Want to Do More Than Survive, 17 – 18.
9
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a segregated school system, I will reveal that Mayor Bill de Blasio’s operation of the city’s public
schools was in fact inequitable and harmful to low income, Black and Brown families.

Chapter Overview
In the next chapter, I will discuss the initial transition to remote learning following the citywide lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic. In March 2020, I was in my fourth year of
teaching third grade at a Brooklyn elementary school and working 14-hour days. I was caught
between learning new technology, conducting family outreach, assisting my colleagues with
unfamiliar educational technology, and completely restructuring curriculum for remote learning.
Our school’s zip code was among one of the hardest impacted in terms of infection rates during the
early days of the pandemic, and centering student well-being became my first priority through
pandemic schooling. Concurrent with the coronavirus pandemic was the fact that our local and
national community engaged in racial justice protests—spanning months in the wake of the murder
of George Floyd. These early months of the coronavirus pandemic tested the limits of our society,
and truly highlighted the socioeconomic and racial inequities that have long-been established in our
nation, its institutions and urban public school systems. Abolitionist educators and coalitions such
as MORE rose to the occasion in advocating for the health, safety, and needs of our BIPOC
communities.
In the third chapter, I will focus on the first stage reopening and operations of New York
City’s public schools for the 2020 - 2021 school year. During this time, school reopening was
against the backdrop of nationwide racial justice protests, a raging pandemic, severe economic loss
and disregard from city leadership to appropriately prioritize resources for the city’s low-income
Black and Brown students and their families. Abolitionist educators and advocates alike organized
around the safety and equity concerns with the September 2020 reopening of NYC public school
buildings. Historic disinvestment and a segregated blended learning model was particularly
6

harmful to marginalized communities, as the mayor chose to focus resources on the 30 percent of
in-person students who opted for blended learning.
In the final chapter, I reflect on the lessons to be learned from the pandemic schooling
experience. As we emerge from the pandemic and resume full-time, in-person teaching and
learning, our society is faced with the opportunity to either return to the status quo ante or
reimagine education in a way that centers abolitionist practices, health, healing, and most
importantly, desegregation. As the mayor’s unilateral, top-down decision making has
disproportionately harmed marginalized communities, I call for reform in the city’s educational
system to include participatory democracy—centering power in those who have been placed on the
margins of society.

7

CHAPTER 2: A NEW REALITY
Introduction
In the early days of the pandemic, most Americans had a false sense of security when it
came to the novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2. Through a combination of misinformation and poor
federal leadership, the public health crisis seemed like an issue that would remain isolated in the
Eastern Hemisphere. One day in February I sent my third graders home with a letter from the
NYCDOE. The letter informed families that city officials were monitoring the coronavirus
situation, but to be assured it was not present in NYC schools. I even found myself reassuring some
of my anxious students, telling them “Not to worry, the coronavirus is just like the flu,” and
“everything is going to be okay.” At the time, none of us expected the massive disruption to our
lives that was coming.
New York City was dealt a devastating blow in the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic
when in late March, NYC became the epicenter of the global pandemic.15 A couple of weeks later,
the city’s total death toll exponentially increased to over 10,000 deaths.16 The evening sounds of
endless ambulances became a haunting serenade in the communities hardest hit by the virus. Black
and Latinx communities were the hardest hit, with children and their families coping with
unimaginable trauma, loss, and grief.
Teaching in one of the hardest hit zip codes in Brooklyn, I have had first-hand experience
with the trauma endured by our predominantly Black, Latinx and Asian school community. I
witnessed how long-standing racial and social inequities were exacerbated during the transition to

Jesse McKinley, “New York City Region Is Now an Epicenter of the Coronavirus Pandemic,” The New York Times,
March 20, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/22/nyregion/Coronavirus-new-York-epicenter.html.
16
J. David Goodman and William K. Rashbaum, “N.Y.C. Death Toll Soars Past 10,000 in Revised Virus Count” The
New York Times, April 14, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/14/nyregion/new-york-coronavirus-deaths.html.
15
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remote learning. These inequities have always existed, but that the lack of appropriate physical and
digital infrastructure has harmed low-income Black and Latinx students the most.
Despite the facade NYC Mayor Bill de Blasio and the Department of Education presented
for families, the beginning of the pandemic initiated a long series of egregious failures by city
leadership. When the city failed our most vulnerable communities, teachers, administrators, school
staff, and parents were left with the task of promoting equity and advocating for our Black and
Latinx students.

“When is the mayor going to close the schools?”
It was the second week of March as I sat in a room at our school with several of my
colleagues and our math staff developer. We all did our best to focus on the professional learning
we were assigned to, but our conversation kept falling back to “When is the mayor going to close
the schools?” Each of us was spaced six feet apart, religiously applying hand sanitizer. Children sat
in classrooms with their coats on as the chilly March air came through open windows. In the
hallways adults were whispering to each other comments such as “this is ridiculous” and concerns
about how our school, like many others, didn’t even have a consistent, reliable school nurse.17
Other large cities like Los Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco and Philadelphia all opted to
close their school buildings to reduce the spread of the novel coronavirus. Yet, NYC Mayor Bill de
Blasio insisted on keeping school buildings open. In his March 13 Press Conference, Mayor de
Blasio declared that his reason for keeping schools open was to reduce community spread:
I ask people, what do you think would happen if you let a bunch of New York City school
kids out for not a day, not a week, but three months? What's going to happen? And
everyone says they're all going to go outside and find their friends or go over around their

Leslie Brody, “Nursing Shortage Leaves Some City Schools Uncovered.” The Wall Street Journal, December 15,
2018. https://www.wsj.com/articles/nursing-shortage-leaves-some-city-schools-uncovered-11544893200 .
17
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building or whatever. You think they're going to stay in isolation in their apartment? That's
just not real.18

The mayor opted to keep schools opening, arguing that kids would not remain isolated and would
spread the virus regardless. Instead of closing school buildings during an unprecedented public
health crisis, the mayor reassured families that the DOE has stepped up its cleaning procedures.
Many of us were anxious and feared the worst. Any public-school parent, teacher, staff
member, or student knows just how quickly the common cold, the flu, or strep throat can spread
around a school building. Ask any teacher, and they can tell you a story of when a parent sent their
sick child to school because they lacked access to affordable childcare. Teachers, such as MORE
member Annie Tan, took to Twitter to voice their frustrations. One of her tweets depicts a photo of
an air purifier that Tan purchased to use in her own windowless classroom. In the tweet, she notes,
“It’s FILTHY w/ dust, dirt, and mold smell that was/is in my classroom. Teachers & students
breathe this in. Don’t TELL me #Covid_19 won’t spread in my classroom.”1920
Inadequate attention to public-school infrastructure is a systemic issue that has long plagued
our segregated urban public schools. Caregivers across the city are familiar with common issues
from a lack of supplies (such as toilet paper, hand soap, disinfectant, paper towels) to
infrastructural issues (such as flooding sinks, toilets, water fountains that don’t work and windows
that don’t open). In fact, in 2017, the city’s Department of Health closed my in-classroom water
fountain for almost two years due to lead-contamination; this was the same water fountain that
BIPOC students have been drinking from for decades. It also wasn’t too long ago, under the

Bill de Blasio, “Transcript: Mayor de Blasio Holds Media Availability on COVID-19,” New York City Office of the
Mayor, March 13, 2020, https://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/142-20/transcript-mayor-de-blasio-holdsmedia-availability-covid-19 .
19
Annie Tan, Twitter post, March 13, 2020, 9:34 p.m. https://twitter.com/AnnieTangent/status/1238639522033725441.
20
See Figure 2
18
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leadership of Mayor Michael Bloomberg, when the city’s low-income, BIPOC students were
crammed into trailers rather than being provided a real solution to school overcrowding.21
Poor infrastructure in a predominately Black and Brown, low income, segregated school
system, is—and always has been—detrimental to the health of Black and Brown students. Families
were especially concerned when the attendance rates dropped for three days straight. On March 11,
the city-wide attendance rate dropped from its usual 92 percent to 88 percent, then to 85 percent the
following day, and 68 percent the next.22 It became obvious that schools were inevitably going to
close, but it became a question of not if but when.
Despite public outcry, Mayor Bill de Blasio was adamant about keeping the nation’s largest
public school system open. The mayor cited reasons such as schools providing childcare for
working families, and that communities of color needed schools to stay open in order to survive.23
He even mentioned how schools provide free meals for students who may be food insecure.24 The
mayor had positioned himself as a champion for equity, all the while keeping schools open and
exposing vulnerable communities to COVID-19.
Setting the tone for the remainder of the pandemic, not only was the mayor adamant about
keeping schools open, but the NYCDOE made the deliberate choice to withhold information when
COVID-19 was identified in school buildings. In a report conducted by MORE, teachers who selfreported incidences of COVID-19, these reports were not confirmed, or experienced a significant

Al Baker, “Push to Rid City of Classrooms That Are Anything but Temporary” The New York Times, March 31,
2014, https://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/01/nyregion/pushing-to-rid-new-york-city-of-classroom-trailers-even-asenrollments-grow.html.
22
Eliza Shapiro “Coronavirus in N.Y.C.: Pressure to Close School System, Nation’s Largest” The New York Times,
March 13, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/13/nyregion/coronavirus-nyc-schools.html.
23
Bill de Blasio and Richard Carranza, “Transcript: Mayor de Blasio Holds Media Availability on COVID-19,” New
York City Office of the Mayor, March 12, 2020. https://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/137-20/transcriptmayor-de-blasio-holds-media-availability-covid-19.
24
De Blasio and Carranza, “Mayor de Blasio Holds,” March 12, 2020.
21
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delay in announcing them by the Department of Education or the Department of Health (DOH).25
A lack of transparency in regard to in-school transmission had inevitably put the BIPOC students
attending these segregated schools at risk for exposure and community spread.
On March 14, 2020, MORE released a statement threatening to organize a mass sickout.
“Mayor de Blasio seems committed to ignore the advice of experts and scientists as well as the
examples of large city school systems in Boston, Chicago, LA, San Francisco, not to mention entire
states (OH, MD, NM, KY). The DOE has even failed to close some schools with apparently
confirmed cases. Because of this irresponsibility, teachers will need to take action to protect the
health of our students and their families by calling in sick on Monday.”26 In addition to the threat of
a sickout, on March 13, 2020, Michael Mulgrew, the president of the United Federation of
Teachers (UFT), released a statement urging the mayor to close the schools.27 Further pressure
came from the city’s health workers union28 and ultimately, Governor Andrew Cuomo ordered all
school buildings to close their doors. Finally, on March 15, New York City public schools were
closed due to the coronavirus crisis.
The mayor’s delay in shutting down the city and closing school buildings was a costly
mistake. According to an estimate by disease modelers at Columbia University, if the city were to
have acted a week sooner to shut down the city, approximately 18,543 deaths would have been
avoided. Two weeks sooner, and the 58,332 deaths would have been avoided. According to the

MORE Caucus NYC, “MORE Fall 2020 Survey Report,” Movement of Rank and File Educators, February 2, 2021,
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qI8oCCViH0pOZwItuF9D-R2TdYb3pEKj/view, 10.
26
MORE Caucus NYC, If de Blasio won’t #closenycpublicschools to protect students and their families, teachers will
#sickout,” Movement of Rank and File Educators, March 14, 2020, https://morecaucusnyc.org/2020/03/14/if-de-blasiowont-closenycpublicschools-to-protect-students-and-their-families-teachers-will-sickout/.
27
Michael Mulgrew, “Statement by UFT President Michael Mulgrew recommending school closure due to
coronavirus” The United Federation of Teachers, March 13, 2020, https://www.uft.org/news/press-releases/statementuft-president-michael-mulgrew-recommending-school-closure-due-coronavirus.
28
George Gresham, “1199 Pres. Gresham: As Critical Processes Move to Help Secure Care for Kids of Essential
Workers, NYC Schools Should Close to Protect Public Health,” 1199SEIU, March 15, 2020,
https://www.1199seiu.org/media-center/1199-pres-gresham-critical-processes-move-help-secure-care-kids-essentialworkers-nyc-schools-should-close-protect-public-health
25
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study, “These dramatic reductions of morbidity and mortality due to more timely deployment of
control measures highlights the critical need for aggressive, early response to the COVID-19
pandemic.”29 Seeing how Black and Latinx communities were hit hardest by COVID-19, the
mayor’s hesitancy to act cost thousands of Black and Latinx folx to lose their lives.
The mayor's battle with the city’s teachers and failure to act in closing schools became just
the beginning of a long series of failures by city leadership. Throughout the pandemic, the mayor
continued to push for actions that negatively affected Black and Latinx school communities—never
once acknowledging that the NYCDOE is one of the most segregated public school systems in the
nation. These poor decisions ultimately impacted those already enduring economic hardship and
the effects of racial inequality. Only through the advocacy of abolitionist educators and families
would the mayor be held accountable to serve NYC’s public school students best interests
throughout the pandemic.

A Rocky Transition
On March 23, the New York City public school system began its abrupt transition to remote
learning. Amid a pandemic, teachers and school staff were required to report, in-person, to school
buildings to prepare the shift to remote learning. Some educators, understandably concerned for
their health and safety, requested permission to work remotely—and did so at the expense of
having to use personal days. None of us were thrilled to come into a school building in the midst of
a global health crisis, but school Chancellor Richard Carranza called for in-person “professional
learning.”30 Of the three days we were required to report in-person, my principal instructed our
school staff to stay home for one of those days.
Sen Pei, Sasikiran Kandula, and Jeffrey Shaman, “Differential Effects of Intervention and Timing on COVID-19
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I was confused as colleagues of mine working in different schools still reported to their
school buildings. As it turned out, we had a confirmed case of COVID-19 at our school that the
city had never communicated to us, and my principal had to make an executive decision on behalf
of our staff’s safety. Poor communication and leadership during a global pandemic were not what
we were hoping for as we looked to city leadership for guidance. Instead, we were left to figure out
everything on our own. Relying on one another to navigate the new terrain, remote learning had not
even begun, and the NYCDOE was already failing to provide transparency to staff and families.
For remote learning to be successful, the city had to address the digital divide. “The Digital
Divide” as described by Jan Van Dijk, is the “division between people who have access and use of
digital media and those who do not.”31 Van Dijk describes the digital divide consisting of three
levels: (1) physical access to the necessary technology; (2) digital skills and usage, which includes
having the requisite medical literacy skills and knowledge; and (3) the outcomes of using or not
using digital media.32
During the initial shift to remote learning, NYC schools were focused on addressing the
first level of the digital divide: students’ physical access. Physical access to educational technology
has long been an issue for low-income Black and Latinx public school students. A 2013 report by
NYC Comptroller John Liu assessed the needs in developing students’ digital literacy. According
to Liu’s report, low income Black and Latinx families were overrepresented in the digital divide,
being more likely to not own a digital device or have a broadband connection. The report notes that
“New York City must prepare its K-12 students to learn and work in a digital environment. By
encouraging digital literacy skill development in the home, students will best be prepared to take
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on what happens in the classroom and eventually, the workplace.”33 Seven years prior to the
pandemic the city was keen to address digital disparities and the need to develop digital literacy,
yet as the pandemic struck, these disparities continued to be present.
With 41 percent of public school students coming from low income households,34 the issue
of access to technology was an essential inequity to address. In the mayor’s March 15th press
conference, Chancellor Carranza spoke of the city’s partnership with tech giants such as Apple and
T-Mobile to roll out over 300,000 digital devices to families as we transitioned to remote
learning.35
As technology slowly rolled out, it was up to educators to bridge the second level of the
digital divide: digital skills and usage. This proved to be a far more challenging task as many
educators were ill-prepared and struggled with the shift. I considered myself lucky to be a techsavvy digital native. Like many teachers, I spent endless long hours learning new platforms and
working to educate my colleagues about navigating these new virtual tools. As a school
community, we spent many professional development sessions teaching one another what we had
learned ourselves. Many of my colleagues spent 14-hour days, every day, rising to the occasion to
meet the demands of remote learning.
As the first week of remote learning began, the inequities continued to persist. The city’s
claim that “Apple and T-Mobile will ensure [300,000 devices] in the coming weeks”36 proved to be
a tiresome waiting game for many families. Months went by as some families kept asking me,
“When are we going to get an iPad?” To make matters more challenging, the city’s “Remote
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Learning Survey,” which assessed the technology needs of under-resourced families, was only
accessible via the internet. For families already lacking access to the appropriate technology, I
would spend hours each day calling and conducting outreach, filing out the remote learning survey
for my Black and Latinx families. Meanwhile, more well-resourced and privileged families were
able to purchase each of their children internet-enabled devices once the transition to remote
learning was announced. Some of my students were able to transition smoothly, only truly missing
5 days of instructional time, while other students went months without the same instruction and
engagement with their peers.
As educational historian Jean Anyon writes, “We have long known that social class, or
socioeconomic status (SES), is highly correlated with educational achievement: Generally, the
higher the resourced background of the child’s family, the higher the achievement.”37 Now, in the
wake of the coronavirus pandemic, and schools having shifted to remote learning, families that
were able to afford the right technology and supplemental education were able to provide for their
children precisely what the NYCDOE was failing to do for so many of our low-income BIPOC
students.
Loss & Community Resilience
During the beginning of the lockdown, I chose to focus my attention on supporting my third
graders through the loss, pain, and uncertainty. There was the initial struggle of no longer
occupying the same space where we spent the past six months building our classroom culture. In
her book, Ghosts in the Schoolyard: Racism and School Closings on Chicago's South Side, Eve
Ewing describes our school community’s pain as institutional mourning. “Institutional mourning is
the social and emotional experience undergone by individuals and communities facing the loss of a
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shared institution they are affiliated with – such as a school, church, residence, neighborhood, or
business district—especially when those individuals or communities occupy a socially
marginalized status that amplified their reliance on the institution or its significance in their
lives.”38 With school buildings closed, our students and their families felt the social and emotional
pain of no longer being in our school buildings. However, just because the brick-and-mortar
buildings were closed did not mean that schooling stopped. In addition to continuing daily
instruction, pandemic schooling became an experience of prioritizing the physical, mental, and
emotional well-being of my students.
I would spend hours on Zoom comforting students struggling with mental health issues
throughout the pandemic. I served as a counselor, supporting students who lost their parents,
grandparents, aunts and uncles. In some cases, older siblings were taking care of their younger
siblings while their single parent was either working, taking care of a sick family member, or too ill
with the virus to get out of bed. Teachers across the city formed stronger, deeper connections with
families and worked closely with them to ensure that, despite school buildings being closed, the
needs of our students and their families were being met. Parents and staff at our school spent the
remainder of the 2019 – 2020 school year coordinating on a grassroots level. We worked to provide
supplies for families, from school supplies to necessities such as diapers, formula, fresh food, hot
meals, and medicine. Even some of our more affluent families were able to donate extra laptops
and tablets and work to make remote learning a more equitable experience. In the face of struggle,
the strength and resiliency of the school community and our grassroots organizing got us through
the early months of the pandemic.
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George Floyd, BLM, and Racial Justice
Two months into the pandemic our community experienced yet another significant trauma.
The video of George Floyd’s murder went viral and the whole world watched as Minneapolis
police officer Derek Chauvin, held his knee on Floyd’s neck for over nine minutes. Once again, we
witnessed yet another unarmed Black man die from police violence. In a sudden wave of racial
reckoning, the entire nation turned its attention to the issue of systemic and institutional racism.
At that moment, my job as an educator became that much more important. Not only did I
have to show up for my students throughout the pandemic, but also affirm to my students that
Black Lives Matter. I assured them that as an abolitionist educator, I will do whatever it takes to
support the lives of my Black students. We were living through two dueling pandemics: the
coronavirus and systemic, institutional racism, one amplifying the other in a feedback loop of
inequity. The need for abolitionist teaching, advocacy and activism had reached new heights, and
when activists rallied together to Occupy City Hall, racial justice and educational equity were top
priorities.
In June 2020 as part of the George Floyd protests, racial justice activists rallied together,
calling upon the New York City Council to divest 1 billion dollars from the New York Police
Department (NYPD) budget and reinvest that money into Black communities. 39 Dedicated activists
occupied the space at City Hall Park in downtown Manhattan, camping out for days.
Although I could not occupy the space as others did, I still attended protests as an advocate
for my students. Abolitionist educators and advocates were calling of the city to divest 1 billion
dollars from the NYPD and reinvest significant portions of that into youth services and public
education. The rationale was simple: if NYC were to reopen schools in September, we needed extra
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funding for the appropriate resources. If schools are already cash-strapped in a non-pandemic
school year, then a chunk of the NYPD’s $1 billion could provide schools with the necessary
resources they have been deprived of for so long.
Reallocating funds from the NYPD to the NYCDOE was a major demand from abolitionist
educators as we sought to reduce harm in Black communities by prioritizing resources for
successful remote education during such an unprecedented time. Instead, the city’s proposal did
little to add to educational funding, as it moved school safety agents from being under the NYPD to
the DOE and moved school crossing guards out of the NYPD budget.40 While for education
advocates everywhere this was a win regarding school safety and policing, it did absolutely nothing
to address the initial funding challenges that I and many other educators had anticipated.
I found myself frustrated and demoralized. What our schools needed were significant
financial resources that should have been prioritized in the final city budget. Instead, what we
received were financial cutbacks and more failures.
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CHAPTER 3: PANDEMIC SCHOOLING
Introduction
Following months of nationwide protests for racial justice, the nation’s COVID-19 death
toll had reached almost two-hundred thousand. The majority of these deaths were those of lowincome, Black and Latinx folx. Against the backdrop of two crises—COVID-19 and systemic
racism—the early weeks of September the relationship between the City of New York and its
public-school teachers turned combative.
Mayor Bill de Blasio set an ambitious goal to have the only major urban public school
district in the country to conduct in-person learning through the pandemic. Appearing across talk
shows, radio stations, interviews, press conferences, and social media, de Blasio touted the idea
that the city had set the “gold standard” for reopening and operating school buildings throughout
the pandemic.41 While there were successes for in-person learning, the city’s prioritization of
resources for the 30 percent of in-person, blended, learners came at the cost of neglecting the 70
percent of students who opted to remain in remote learning. Neglecting the city’s remote learners is
hardly something to consider a “gold standard.”
As a remote teacher for the school year, the narrative has been framed to focus on the
problems with remote learning—dismissing the efforts of hard-working educators, such as myself,
who worked to ensure remote learning would be the best it could be. In this chapter I argue that the
mayor’s decision to focus resources on in-person learning was inherently inequitable. While the
mayor would congratulate himself on his “gold standard,” the city’s failure to be transparent and to
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consider the needs of all educational stakeholders demonstrated a major problem with having total
mayoral control over the NYCDOE.

The Initial Weeks
As the new school year approached in September 2020, safety and health were the greatest
concerns for families and school staff. School communities such as mine were traumatized by the
impact of COVID-19. It had only been several months before when NYC was the epicenter of the
pandemic and hospitals were using refrigerated trucks to store the overwhelming number of dead
bodies. We were amid a global pandemic and still experiencing shortages of essential supplies such
as hand sanitizer, disinfectant, and personal protective equipment.
The NYCDOE continued its lack of transparency. Educational stakeholders, such as
parents, teachers, students, and staff, were left out of the decision-making brokered between the
city and UFT President Michael Mulgrew. Stakeholders raised valid concerns around testing,
tracing, health, safety, and the absence of personal protective equipment such as masks and face
shields. With COVID-19 easily spread through airborne contact, educators across the city were
notably concerned about ventilation in our aging school buildings. Hundreds of educators,
including me, participated in demonstrations to voice our concerns and share them with the media.
At a demonstration I helped organize with my colleagues, I spoke to reporters about our
concerns. “Ventilation should be calculated by air changes per hour,” I told reporter Jessica Gould
of Gothamist. “Right now, what the Department of Education and city of New York are saying [is]
that as long as a window is open then there's ventilation, which is not scientifically backed… And
so, for a city and state that has been working around science this entire time...[it's] really
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disheartening that that is not being extended to the New York City public schools."42 Many of my
colleagues across the city have spoken to me about their broken windows or lack of ventilation.
Our concerns were justified, especially after one photo made it around Twitter depicting what is
known as “the toilet paper test.”
For those who may not be privy to the advanced scientific method for measuring
ventilation, the “toilet paper test” is comprised of some basic classroom supplies: a yardstick, a
binder clip and a piece of tissue paper clipped to the end of the yardstick. While researchers at the
Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health provided resources to measure room ventilation and
highlight that rooms should have at least 5 – 6 ACH (air changes per hour),43 the NYCDOE opted
to use the toilet paper test instead.
On September 4, 2020, a video of the toilet paper test made its way around local news
websites44 and social media platforms such as Twitter.45 The video depicts the assessment of
ventilation in Martin Luther King Jr. Education Campus—a mini school housed in a building with
seven different, yet racially? segregated, high schools. The photos caught the attention of Council
Member Mark Treyger, a former teacher and chair of the NY City Council’s Education Committee.
In a series of tweets, Treyger criticized the city’s shoddy assessment of classroom ventilation:46
Yesterday at my hearing, I spoke with a school leader who works at MLK, Jr. Education
Campus in Manhattan, the site of the “toilet paper test.” She testified that toilet paper tests
are routine in her school because none of the classes have windows & ventilation system is
broken.
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I’ve never heard of toilet paper tests before in schools & this is unacceptable. I’ve reached
out to DOE/SCA about these unsafe conditions students/staff are subjected to. I’ll be
following up until there’s a result that’ll ensure safety of education stakeholders in MLK Jr
campus. 47
As the start of the school year inched closer, the UFT battled with the city to close 10
schools because of poor ventilation,48 including Martin Luther King Jr. Education Campus—the
very school had “routine toilet paper tests” to assess ventilation. Not surprisingly, all of these
poorly ventilated schools are segregated with the overwhelming majority of students being Black
or Latinx. And, like most of New York City’s public schools, these schools are all Title I schools—
meaning that the overwhelming majority of students come from families living in poverty. This
intersection of race and socioeconomic status in schools demonstrates that these 10 schools, unfit to
remain open during a pandemic, have always been harmful to the health of their Black and Brown
students. Despite the “routine” of toilet paper tests, in the face of the pandemic, the city was forced
to acknowledge that the infrastructure in school buildings posed a danger to the health of school
community members.
In a vain attempt to provide transparency, the city had released ventilation reports that were
subjected to intense scrutiny for their methodology and their lack of clarity.49 The reports were
vague, only acknowledging whether or not a classroom was equipped with windows or a fan.
Ventilation in restrooms was so poor, that 57 percent of all public-school restrooms were in need of
repairs.50 The abolitionist collective of NYCDOE parents known as the Parents for Responsive
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Equitable Safe Schools (PRESS NYC) tweeted on September 7, expressing concern with the
disregard to the measured Air Changes per Hour (ACH).51 Attached to the tweet, PRESS NYC
includes a graphic highlighting the varying degrees of air changes per hour.52 According to the
researchers at the Harvard School of Public Health, a room needs to have at least 5-6 ACH for
proper ventilation53—something that was unaccounted for by the toilet paper test.
As educators, our job was to be vigilant in ensuring that classroom conditions would be
safe for in-person learning amidst a pandemic, safe not only for staff members, but also safe for the
students and communities that had been hardest hit by the coronavirus. In her description of
abolitionist teaching, Bettina Love notes how abolitionist educators must center a pedagogical and
life practice that ensures “that students feel safe in schools and that schools are not perpetrators of
violence toward the very students they are supposed to protect… Abolitionist teaching supports and
teaches from the space that Black Lives Matter, and affirms Black folx’ humanity”54 So, when
abolitionist educators witness the city’s lack of transparency and despite its efforts to rush Black
and Brown students back into unsafe schools buildings, educators took action.
For instance, the electro-static sprayer, championed by Mayor Bill de Blasio for keeping
our schools safe, had not been used in our school building during the initial weeks of staff reporting
in-person. The sprayer, worn like a backpack, is used to spray and disinfect surfaces to prevent the
spread of COVID-19. Poor communication from city leadership resulted in our disinfecting tool—
the one designed to keep us safe—being left in its packaging, untouched and unused. The same
week we returned to school buildings to prepare for the school year, our school confirmed two
positive COVID-19 cases, closing for two separate 24-hour periods. Our community, traumatized
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from the pandemic, aimed to hold the city accountable for keeping school buildings safe for
ourselves and the students we serve.
In September our school community organized to join us in protest of the unsafe working
and learning conditions. We called it a “work-out” as we participated in a mandatory-yet-remote
professional development session while working outside on our laptops. Our message was clear:
We did not feel safe in our building, and we would advocate for safe conditions not only ourselves
but for the students we serve.55 With two positive COVID-19 cases, no disinfection, and an
antiquated ventilation system covered in dust and debris, it was up to us to defend the health and
safety of our community.
The city leadership was not happy with us. Our workout caught the attention of multiple
media outlets, and even the Deputy Chancellor took note—sending the NYCDOE’s own informant
down to our school to claim we were not socially distanced and being safe. We were even
threatened to have two-day’s pay docked from our paychecks, as the Department of Education tried
to claim our legally appropriate “work-out” was a strike in violation of NY State’s Taylor Law.
The NYCDOE was actively working to silence teachers raising their voices about unsafe building
conditions and our school wasn’t alone. Schools in the Bronx56 and Queens57 held similar
demonstrations to draw attention to the issues that had been overlooked by the city. Educators had
even raised their concerns with the city’s Test and Trace Corps – a service designed to reach out to
anyone who may have been in contacted with someone COVID-positive.58 Educators, including
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myself and other exposed colleagues, noted how we learned of our exposure to the virus by talking
openly and honestly with each other, rather than hearing it from the city’s Department of Health.

The Financial Costs
In addition to a pandemic and a racial reckoning, the coronavirus had also dealt a
devastating blow to the United States economy, and there was no federal relief package set to come
through any time soon. In anticipating no relief from the federal or state government, New York
State was poised to slashed 20 percent of the state’s education budget.59 Despite the fervent fight
by rank-and-file educators to further delay reopening school buildings to January, the de Blasio
administration was set to reopen buildings at whatever cost.
Operating and maintaining NYC’s aging school buildings has been a challenge long before
the pandemic. A 1908 photo depicts what we refer to as “the old building” in our school that served
as the original elementary school before an extension was built in 1950s.60 Many century-old
school buildings such as ours require consistent maintenance. Our massive, four-story building has
always struggled with custodial staffing, and to maintain a sanitary environment during a global
pandemic also meant unprecedented spending for custodial needs. In a report from the city’s
Independent Budget Office, the citywide costs associated with increased custodial staffing, an
increase in custodial supplies such as the electro-static sprayer and disinfectant, and custodial PPE
were estimated to total $5.6 million weekly for the entire school system.
However, given the weekly $31.6 million61 in funds needed to sustain in-person learning,
the bulk of these expenses stemmed from the need for additional staffing. While a fully remote
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learning environment would not require additional teachers, the city’s blended-learning model
called for a massive expansion of the teacher workforce at a weekly cost of $20.4 million.
According to the Independent Budget Office, over two-thirds of the weekly operating costs stem
from the additional 20 percent teachers and 400 nurses needed. 62
The weekly costs of keeping New York City public school buildings open called for an
unprecedented amount of additional spending. It also assumed that necessary labor and supplies
were readily available. With the need for smaller in-person class sizes to allow for social distancing
and teachers for in-person and remote classes, teachers were in high demand.

Pedagogue Problems
This heightened demand for teachers came at a time when urban public school teachers
were already in short supply. According to data from United States Department of Education, there
has been a 53 percent decline in pre-service teacher enrollment between 2010 and 2017.63
Additionally, “approximately 160,000 new teachers per year would be needed nationally between
2012 and 2020. A report from the Learning Policy Institute estimated the number was even greater,
predicting that schools will need approximately 300,000 new teachers per year by 2020.”64 Data
shows that fewer people want to be teachers and the New York City’s mistreatment of educators
throughout the pandemic did not make the profession appear any more enticing.
Given that the city needed to expand approximately 20 percent of its teacher workforce, the
blended learning model required more teachers who simply did not exist. Mark Cannizzaro,
president of the NYC Council of School Supervisors and Administrators, suggested that the
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staffing crisis created by the blended learning model called for an additional 10,000 teachers.65 The
staffing crisis left schools severely understaffed, leaving the mayor with little or no choice but to
delay the school reopening a second time, pushing the first day of in-person learning to September
21, 2020.
Teachers’ problems were also made worse by their own school administrators. To meet
staffing needs, for example, some school administrators violated union contracts, where many
teachers were subjected to teaching in multiple modalities or having enormous online class sizes.
Teachers—human beings also enduring the uncertainty and trauma of the pandemic—were
assigned tasks and positions they were never licensed for and class sizes that were unsustainable.
Many teachers were assigned positions out of their license areas. One colleague of mine,
who teaches elementary school music, was assigned to teach first grade for the first few months of
the school year. While he was able to provide instruction to his class of first graders, his experience
as an educator was in music education -- not teaching phonics, not teaching with math
manipulatives, and not being familiar in the least bit with the first-grade curriculum.
This story is not unique, as another colleague of mine had a similar experience. Although
her license was in teaching dance for kindergarten through twelfth grade, she spent the majority of
her school year in-person, doing literally anything and everything from managing arrivals,
dismissals, lunch duty, and regularly teaching kindergarten and first grade, while also occasionally
teaching fourth grade; my colleague has done almost everything but teach dance. Only in the cases
where her school building was closed could she remotely teach in her own licensed area of
expertise.
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Teachers were also being spread thin and working beyond their capacities. According to a
staff survey conducted by MORE, of the 1,143 teacher respondents, 71.8 percent of schools staff
were teaching two or more learning models at a time. According to the survey:
Many students and teachers continue to suffer through significant staffing issues, whether
that means covering multiple classes or modalities (remote and in-person students),
teaching out of the license area, or supporting large numbers of students remotely. One
elementary teacher wrote, “We need more teachers!!! I’m covering four grades.”66
With teachers having oversized classes, teaching multiple modalities, multiple grades, or teaching
out-of-license, the city was doing a disservice to its educators and students. This meant students
were being taught by teachers who were overworked, exhausted, unfamiliar with curriculum and
pedagogical practices, and who were unable to meet the needs of each child.
The staffing crisis had also put schools in difficult positions when it came to staffing for
students with disabilities (SWDs). A major aspect of the mayor’s argument to reopen school
buildings in September was to provide in-person services to SWDs. SWDs make up 20.2 percent of
New York City public school students,67 with many of them also being BIPOC. After going six
months without their appropriate services, many students were being taught by teachers without
Special Education licensure or experience.68
As for providing support for fully remote SWDs with Individualized Education Plans
(IEPs) and English Language Learners (ELLs) overwhelming online class sizes made it difficult to
teach. One teacher reported that, “The teachers at my school who are home teaching 100% remote
have enormous classes – many have students with IEPs and ELLs. It is very difficult for them to
give those students the support they need due to sheer numbers.”69 Another teacher reported that
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their remote self-contained class, which has a cap of 12 students in order to meet IEP mandates,
was three times over the legal limit with 36 students.70
The staffing crisis was stressful on educators as well. My own position changed several
times during the first few weeks of the school year. Every time I found myself organizing my
curriculum, my classroom, or my class roster, an unexpected change would bring me back to
square one. Planning (that essential aspect of being a teacher) was nearly impossible. As we
eventually received the necessary staff to accommodate the different learning models, I found
myself taking over another third-grade teacher’s fully remote class. With 35 students, three more
than our contractual limit, the year posed difficulties in being able to meet the individual needs of
each of my students. The sheer number of students made it impossible for me to give the
individualized attention that each of my students rightfully deserved.
These large remote class sizes provided a solution to the staffing crisis but also contributed
the undermining of remote learning quality. Additionally, with 70 percent of the city’s publicschool students enrolled in remote learning, these large class sizes negatively affected the majority
of students in the public school system.
To meet the unprecedented demand for teachers, the qualifications for a substitute teacher
were lowered. These substitutes, many of whom staffed the blended learning model for the
majority of the school year, were only required to have a bachelor’s degree—no pedagogical
experience required! As the DOE worked to solicit underqualified pedagogues to educate the most
vulnerable children throughout the pandemic, this effort only highlighted the issues Black and
Brown students have always endured: a separate, unequal and subpar education.
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Prior to the pandemic, poor teacher quality and retention had already been plaguing urban
public school districts for decades.71 Segregated schools with higher populations of Black and
Latinx students are more likely to have greater first-year teachers, higher teacher turnover, and less
qualified teachers than their white peers. As Love notes, “Schools in higher-income districts or rich
enclaves are well resourced, have high quality teachers, have low teacher turnover. In addition to
parent-teacher associations, affluent schools work to ensure that extracurricular activities,
community initiatives, and field trips are offered to the already privileged.”72

Separate and Unequal
In addition to creating a severe staffing crisis, the DOE’s two models for pandemic
schooling were segregated and inequitable. The blended learning model involved students having a
hybrid schooling experience, where they would attend school in-person two days a week and
receive remote instruction for the rest of the weekdays. By “blending” remote instruction with inperson instruction, students would be able to attend school in-person for a few days a week while
reducing class size and maintaining social distancing. However, operating school buildings for inperson instruction during the midst of a pandemic came with a weekly price tag of $31.6 million
dollars.
New York City spent billions in operating costs for blended learning, a modality in which
only 30 percent of students were enrolled. And while approximately 300,000 in-person learners are
a significant number for any public school system, there was an overrepresentation of White
students enrolled in in-person learning when compared to fully remote learners, with 12,000 more
White students returning to school buildings than Black children.73
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Once again, vocal abolitionist educators spoke truth to power regarding the inequities of
operating schools during the pandemic. On November 29, 2020, MORE issued a statement
criticizing the blended learning model:
Yet again Mayor de Blasio has ignored the vast majority of NYC schools students, as over
700,000 students are learning fully remotely and have been since September. We continue
to demand the devices, broadband and WiFi Internet access, staffing, and resources needed
to make remote learning work for our students. We support the current lawsuit pending the
DOE to demand free and accessible WIFI for all students living in NYC shelters. Students
who are learning fully remotely deserve the same support, funding, attention, and resources
that are being disproportionately allocated to in-person learners because of the Mayor’s
inequitable approach to reopening.
The Mayor’s proposed new plan disproportionately benefits white students, as, according to
the city’s numbers, nearly three-quarters of Asian students, 54% of Black and 52% of
Latinx students opted for remote learning, while only about 40% of White students did so.
This means that white students, who make up 15% of all NYC schools students, will be
overrepresented in this new in-person cohort. This is deeply frustrating. We should be
prioritizing minimal in-person services for the students who NEED it most, not for those
whose families are the most privileged and powerful. We stand in solidarity with families
who chose remote learning and still need additional support, knowing that COVID19 has
disproportionately affected communities of color.74
MORE raised valid concerns that prioritized and centered the needs of communities of color. While
in-person services were necessary for some learners, the DOE egregiously failed to prioritize the
needs for remote learners—the 70 percent of Black and Brown students who could not return to
school buildings.
“I’m just so tired of remote learners getting the short end of the stick,” one mother
expressed in frustration to me. As a fully remote teacher for the 2020 – 2021 school year, I also
found myself frustrated by the prioritization of money and resources for in-person students. “Are
there any programs for my child to help them with… ?” many parents would ask me, and my
answers were always limited. The fact of the matter was that the city did not invest in the remote
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learning experience. The city did not center the educational experiences of remote learners and
segregated students from the resources afforded to their in-person peers.
The experiences of pandemic schooling, coupled by a news cycle fueled by police brutality
and the fight for racial justice, is nothing short of traumatic. Our communities were hit hard by the
virus, and police violence at protests was happening in my? own neighborhood. In the midst of all
this trauma, the City of New York did little to support the mental health of school communities. In
fact, the Independent Budget Office estimated that of the weekly $31.6 million allocated to remote
learning, zero dollars were allocated for Social Emotional Learning (SEL), stating that “existing
contracts will be used to provide professional development to staff to provide support to the
students.”75 This professional development program ended up being an eight-hour, mandatory webbased module training on trauma, forced upon teachers during the stressful first few weeks of
school, in the midst of our own personal and professional traumas.
In her discussion about trauma, Bettina Love notes how before the pandemic
“approximately 62% of all children come to school every day experiencing some type of trauma.
As upsetting as the sounds and is scientists now know that trauma passed down for some of us
trauma is in our DNA the scientific phenomenon known as epigenetic inheritance...” which leads to
an “increased likelihood of stress disorders”76 As the city funneled millions of dollars to hold inperson instruction, spending money on PPE and additional staff, not a cent of the budget was
allocated towards supplemental mental health services for the most traumatized students. The city’s
failure to allocate funds specific to the mental health of its Black and Brown students exemplifies
the DOE’s disregard for these students.
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The Digital Divide: Part II
As discussed in Chapter One, the start of the pandemic exacerbated the effects of the digital
divide, and while September 2020 marked six months of the city’s COVID lockdown, the digital
divide remained a front-and-center issue. For instance, many students were still awaiting receipt of
their remote learning devices. According to MORE’s staff survey, 36.7 percent of staff somewhat
or totally agreed that their students had the devices needed for remote learning, while a similar
percentage of staff, 35.2 percent, disagreed somewhat or totally with that statement.77 In some
cases, students were still waiting until December 2020 and January 2021 to receive their devices
from the DOE.
The devices, moreover, weren’t necessarily conducive to remote learning. Many educators
criticized the city’s initial partnership with Apple, which prioritized the acquisition of iPad tablets
over other digital devices because iPads came without keyboards or tools such as styluses for
students to complete their work. Many older students found themselves fumbling over writing
reports using only the iPad touchscreen, and with iPads costing more than a Google Chromebook
(which comes complete with a functional keyboard) the NYCDOE’s choice of iPads was criticized
by many teachers and parents
Even when the DOE delivered other digital devices, there were problems. One public
school parent, @jordanlite, took to Twitter to post a photo of their child’s remote learning device—
an Acer notebook computer with a busted screen. In the tweet, @jordanlite vents their frustration,
“This is our @NYCSchools remote learning device, picked up yesterday after a month of waiting.
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Shattered screen, nonfunctional. I am nauseated and engaged looking at this. What if we had no
other means of logging on?”7879
Unfortunately, having access to the proper devices was not the only issue. In the survey
conducted by MORE, “42.5% of staff disagreed that their students have the WiFi needed for
remote learning experiences, versus 26.4% of staff who agreed.”80 In this day and age, a broadband
internet connection is just as necessary a utility to have as heat, hot water, electricity and gas. In a
survey conducted by the Pew Research Center, 87 percent of adults in the United States view the
internet as important or essential.81 However, with the city devoting financial capital and resources
towards the in-person learners, it was once again up to the rank-and-file educators to do the heavy
lifting and advocate for our students. According to MORE “Schools have found ways to get WiFi
to their students despite the city’s inability to make a municipal WiFi program which left many
students without consistent WiFi access. Some staff reported that CBOs, grants and the like have
done the job of the government to reach students without consistent access.”82
If the internet is broadly embraced as a necessary utility, remote-learning students without
internet access are clearly not having their needs met. For example, families that are low income
are more likely to face obstacles when having their children do schoolwork done at home.83
According to the Pew Research Center, many lower-income families have raised concerns about
finishing schoolwork on a smartphone rather than a computer or tablet.84 Participants also
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mentioned having to complete school work by linking to publicly available Wi-Fi connections
because their home Wi-Fi connection was not reliable. Other participants reported not being able to
complete their schoolwork at home because of a lack of access to a computer. In another study,
also conducted by the Pew Research Center, Black U.S. teens and those from lower-income
households were especially likely to be affected by the digital “homework gap.” The survey
assessed whether teenagers were tasked with having to complete homework on their cellphones,
unable to complete homework because of lack of access to a reliable computer with a reliable
internet connection, and the need to use public Wi-Fi to do homework because of the absence of
home internet connections.85 Consistently in these findings we see that these issues
disproportionately affect lower-income Black and Brown communities.
This nationwide trend reflected itself in my own classroom. Frequently I would have
students joining my online lessons through a caregiver’s smartphone, but never being able to fully
access the various digital platforms that we were using. One of my students even went the first two
months of the 2020 – 2021 school year without being able to connect to any of my lessons. The
family cited issues with iPad connectivity and lack of a stable Wi-Fi connection—all of which
came at the detriment to the child’s education.

Inside School Buildings
While remote learning had its own set of issues, the insides of school buildings were not
quite as golden as the mayor’s “gold standard” would have his suggested. As I spoke to colleagues
about their experiences teaching in-person, many of them brought up the eerie images of kids being
spaced six feet apart, playing alone on the playground, and confusion on which days were in-
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person, and which were remote. One colleague described to me how eerie it was to see their prekindergarten students sitting alone at a desk, playing with a toy all by themselves; teachers
disinfecting each toy before the child could switch to a new activity. In many cases, families opted
to be in-person, but would ultimately decide to keep their child at home. As a number of students
would be absent during their in-person days, many classrooms would have only five or six students
in total. School felt different for everyone. Nevertheless, school staff set out to make blended
learning work, and to provide students with some sense of normality.
The city’s failure to plan for reopening all its school buildings came at a cost,. Following a
system-wide closure during to rising COVID cases, on November 29,86 Mayor Bill de Blasio
announced that only elementary school and District 75 schools will remain open for the entire the
school year, leaving middle and high school students learning remotely. My Brooklyn elementary
school adapted to a new normal that included temperature checks for teachers, staff, parents, and
students alike upon entry. This common-sense public health practice was to keep potentially
COVID-positive individuals out of our school building and to minimize the risks of transmission.
Unfortunately, the thermometers were not reliable—not in the least bit. It became commonplace for
temperature readings to range from 86°F to 94°F—indicating hypothermia and certain death. But in
this case, all it indicated was broken tools meant for screening and protecting our school
community.
These wide-ranging, wildly inaccurate thermometers were only a fraction of the failures in
health and safety protocols. To document the concerns of educators during the fall reopening, the
Movement of Rank and File Educators (MORE) surveyed 1,143 NYCDOE school staff members.
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According to this survey, “59.4% of respondents totally or somewhat felt unsafe in-person in their
school building.”87
Although the UFT, the city’s teacher’s union, fought for complete testing of all staff and
students, the city brought the testing level down to 20 percent -- justifying the decision by citing a
Harvard study on effective COVID-19 testing methods. The test results revealed low transmission
rates within school communities, and the mayor touted this as a sign of his successful reopening of
school buildings. The data quickly drew criticism from teachers who had first-hand experience
with our school’s testing protocols.
Some classes in our school were tested weekly, while other classes would go an entire
month without ever being tested. Entire cohorts would avoid being tested purely based on how the
city scheduled the Department of Health visits at the school. Even with the limited testing our
school had done, we constantly had new cases of COVID-19 being confirmed—evidence that
community spread was still a major issue in our Black and Latinx communities.
The city’s definition of “exposure” was another major point of contention. Exposure to
COVID-19 was defined as being in close contact for more than 10 minutes with someone who was
COVID-positive. This vague definition/protocol became an anxiety-fueled nightmare as teachers
and school staff asked questions like: “If I was with someone for 9 minutes, was I exposed? Do I
need to quarantine?” and “I was in close contact to someone doing mask-less lunch duty who was
exposed to COVID. Do I quarantine?” Every day, some a new staff member, class, or cohort was
quarantining. Our school would close for 10 days, reopen, two new positive cases would show up,
and the school would close for another 10 days. It was a nightmare.
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The school closures also made it difficult for service providers to provide consistent support
for SWDs and ELLs. With many speech therapists, occupational therapist, physical therapists, and
ENL teachers working on a fixed, in-person schedule, the sudden and abrupt transitions from faceto-face to remote learning made it difficult for students to receive the services they needed.
The learning environment was also far from ideal. Although middle schools and high
schools remained closed during the winter months, de Blasio’s decided to keep the youngest
students and students with most severe disabilities in freezing cold school buildings. The
Department of Education’s poor excuse for a ventilation system was to have at least two open
windows in each classroom, and, as discussed earlier, the city’s ventilation reports did not calculate
for the necessary six air changes per hour. Educators, uncertain about their classrooms’ ventilation,
would keep as many windows open as possible—fearing that the virus could spread within their
classrooms. My colleagues would send me selfies of themselves teaching in their coat, hat, and
gloves, telling me how students were similarly fully bundled up and in discomfort.
In an open letter to Chancellor Carranza, staff at Brooklyn New School described the
working conditions and learning conditions of their classrooms:
Our building is over 100 years old and relies on cross breeze (both windows and doors
open) for DOE-approved ventilation. Yet as we begin the winter months, this method of
ventilation becomes increasingly untenable. Already this year we have had several days in
person during which extreme cold has made instruction impossible because students were
too uncomfortable to be available for learning.88
All the effort, the expense, and allocation of resources for in-person learning came at the price of
having our youngest and most vulnerable learners exposed to freezing cold learning environments.
NYC public school infrastructure was not properly equipped to provide the necessary ventilation,
as windows needed to be wide-open, rendering heating systems futile. Had the city kept school
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buildings closed until early spring, or approximately 20 weeks into the school year, the city would
have been able to save approximately $632 million dollars,89 and instead invested that money in
developing the remote learning experiences for the overwhelming majority of BIPOC public school
students.

A Mental Health Crisis
The coronavirus pandemic has also taken a toll on most people’s mental health. For young
people, it has been particularly challenging. Nationwide trends demonstrate an increase in suicidal
tendencies, with more teenagers entering hospitals’ emergency departments for self-harm and
suicidal ideation.90 According to an April 2020 report by the CDC, when compared with 2019,
children aged 5 – 11 saw a 24 percent increase for mental health-related emergency department
visits. For children 12 – 17 years old there was a 31 percent increase.91 With a pandemic upending
the structure, routines, and sense of safe predictability, remote learning left many students feeling
isolated and struggling to cope with the pandemic.
While all young people, regardless of ascriptive factors, have been susceptible to mental
health issues during the pandemic, Black and Latinx children have had to experience some of the
greatest trauma. A September 2020 report by United Hospital Fund and Boston Consulting Group
studied the impact of COVID-19 on children in New York State. In their findings, an estimated
4,200 children experienced a parental death between March and July 2020 due to COVID-19. Of
this statewide death toll, 57 percent of parental deaths were concentrated in the NYC boroughs of
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the Bronx, Brooklyn, and Queens.92 The bulk of parental deaths were being experienced by NYC
public school students.
Black and Latinx children experienced parental deaths from COVID-19 at twice the rate of
their Asian and White peers. Additionally, up to 23 percent of these children would also be at risk
for entering into foster or kinship care. The economic impact was also devastating as “325,000
children have been pushed into or near poverty as a result of the pandemic’s economic downturn.”
The report goes on to note that “there are serious, long-term mental health implications [to
experiencing a parental death], potentially leading to depression, anxiety, and other mental health
illnesses.”93 The pandemic has traumatized and has deprived a generation of Black and Latinx
children of a parent or caregiver.
To add to the mental health toll on our most marginalized students, Black children had to
experience a school year of racialized trauma as countless Black folx were murdered by the police.
George Floyd, Brianna Taylor, Ahmad Aubrey, Dante Wright, Elijah McCain, are but a few of the
names of murdered Black people. The relentless 24-hour news cycle, focused on racial violence
and the pandemic, was nothing short of traumatizing and detrimental to the mental health of our
students. Yet, despite the need for mental health support for teachers, students, and families, the
city continued to focus all of its resources on in-person learning and on the 30 percent of,
disproportionately White, students enrolled in the blended model.
For my students and for my pedagogical practice, pandemic schooling was an experience of
actively centering my Black students, affirming that their lives mattered, and attending to their
socioeconomic and mental health needs. Most of my students identified as Black, and I embraced
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an abolitionist, racialized trauma-informed approach to attending to their emotional needs. This
included Zoom meetings to “hold the space” after each murder of another unarmed Black person.
By “holding the space” I created a space informing my students of the facts, and providing a space
for students to process their thoughts and feelings. Racialized trauma interferes with students
ability to think, function, and learn, and at this moment in time. Ensuring that my students had a
safe, albeit virtual, space to process difficult news was an essential aspect of my abolitionist
teaching.
In centering my Black and Brown students, I also adapted abolitionist material into my
curriculum. One book is Sonja Cherry-Paul’s Stamped (for Kids): Racism, Antiracism, and You,
which is an upper-elementary adaptation of Ibram X. Kendi and Jason Reynold’s book, Stamped:
Racism, Antiracism, and You.94 By working with texts such as Stamped for Kids, I was able to
educate my students about the history of racism, whiteness and assimilation in the United States.
By providing my students with the necessary history of racism in the U.S., my students were able
to engage in critical and meaningful discussions of racial injustice.
Finally, centering Black joy was essential in pandemic schooling. Through the trauma of a
devastating pandemic, costing thousands of Black and Latinx lives, economic devastation, and
racial injustice, my students needed joy. The eight- and nine-year-olds appearing on Zoom each
and every day were experiencing a childhood I could never fathom, and it essential to find joy each
and every day. To break away from the tragedy that filled the 24-hour news cycle, we focused on
books that depict Black children excelling, being funny, brave, and kind. I focused our work away
from harmful and monolithic narratives of struggle and poverty, and instead focused on Black
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excellence. Some of our favorite texts included Octopus Stew by Eric Velasquez, When Aiden
Became a Brother by Kyle Lukoff, and The Proudest Blue by Ibtihaj Muhammad.
As a woman of color with experiences of my own racialized trauma, I knew how essential it
was to center the mental health and developing identities of my BIPOC students, just as essential as
it was to advocate for them. The NYCDOE, however, had more pressing issues at hand than to
attend to the mental health of our Black and Latinx students. The voices of our communities of
color were silenced, while other voices rose to prominence, the voices of those who do have power
in and with the NYCDOE—that of “nice white parents.”

“Nice White Parents”95
In her “Nice White Parents” podcast released in July 2020 by Serial Productions and the
New York Times, reporter Chana Joffe-Walt revealed that “one of the most powerful forces shaping
public education [is] white parents.”96 The podcast series documented the influence of white
parents on the NYC public school system—particularly in Brooklyn’s School District 15. In the
fifth episode of the podcast series, Joffe-Walt speaks to the ways white parents utilize private
Google Groups and listservs, noting how “Google Groups are the most underappreciated tool for
maintain[ing] school segregation.” In these Google groups, Joffe-Walt noted that these parents
“[do] all the things white advantaged parents do” such as making phone calls, sharing information,
and who to talk to.97 As it turns out, the DOE will listen to the families of its students – so long as
they are white and advantaged.
With the majority of the system’s Black, Latinx and Asian students opting for remote
learning, the power of “nice white parents” was wielded by the #KeepSchoolsOpen movement. A
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coalition of Upper Manhattan moms, led by affluent lawyer and “nice white parent,” Daniela
Jampel, the group organized through “nightly Zoom meetings and wider outreach within a
Facebook group for the Upper Manhattan School District where they live” as an NBC News report
described them.98 Jampel took to Change.org to write a petition under the guise of school equity:
Remote learning is not an adequate substitute for in-person instruction. Forcing children to
learn remotely depends on that child having technology, Internet access, and an adult
(usually a woman) to guide that child. Remote learning will exacerbate the existing divide
between privileged children and those with fewer means and will mean that more and more
women will be forced to leave the workforce to attend to their children's education.
We call on the Mayor and the Department of Education to finally prioritize the needs of our
youngest community members. The arbitrary 3% rate to close schools should be abandoned
in favor of recognizing how important schools our to our children, to our parents, and to
this City. Closing our schools should be a measure of last resort.”99
Upper Manhattan parents worked to put pressure on the city’s elected officials to lift pandemic
protocols that would close classrooms and schools due to positive cases of COVID-19. Despite 15
percent of the city’s enrollment being White and just over a quarter of families living above the
poverty level,100 the powerful families of the #KeepSchoolsOpen had their demands met and voices
centered. This advocacy stemming from White parents in boroughs such as Manhattan and Staten
Island worked to overshadow the trauma endured by communities hardest hit, such as those in the
Bronx, Brooklyn, and Queens, where 2,394 mostly Black and Latinx children had lost a parent due
to COVID-19 between March and July 2020.
By December, Mayor Bill de Blasio lifted the city’s threshold for closing school
buildings—a 3 percent positivity rate on a 7-day rolling average. With positivity rates climbing,
there was still a 9 percent positivity rate threshold set by New York State Governor Andrew
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Cuomo. To complicate matters, the city and state had different methods for calculating the COVID
positivity rate, with the NYCDOE following the city’s lower metric and keeping school buildings
open.
On March 19, 2021, Center for Disease Control relaxed its social distancing rules for
schools,101 and once again, Mayor Bill de Blasio focused his attention on in-person learning. On
April 26, 2020, all New York City public schools began in-person learning for 5-days, eliminating
the blended learning program. The #KeepSchoolsOpen movement was having its voices heard.
However, even with 366,000 students attending school five days a week, approximately 734,000
students remained enrolled in remote learning and thus continued to be neglected by the DOE.
As the 2020 – 2021 school year came to a close in June 2021, the mayor has once again
made a unilateral, top-down decision to completely eliminate remote learning for the upcoming
2021 – 2022 school year.102 The mayor’s focus to get students back into school buildings and
support the city’s economic recovery was a decision that had once again left educational-stake
holders out of the decision-making process, with many families still hesitant to send their children
back into public school buildings.
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CHAPTER 4:

LESSONS LEARNED

Introduction
As we emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic in the late spring of 2021, there will be many
government officials calling for a reimagining of education. In previous “reimaginings” of public
schooling, neoliberal policies such as the Bush-era No Child Left behind (NCLB) and the Obamaera Race to the Top (RTT) will surface—pushing for more standardized testing and demands for
increased “academic rigor.” As city officials have focused on learning loss and the achievement
gap, more than the mental health of students, we may see new neoliberal policies like those that
have harmed students of color in the past.
From a global health crisis with racial disparities, to a national reckoning about racial
injustice, the 2020 – 2021 school year was unprecedented in many ways. As our students and their
families emerge from economic devastation, loss, and trauma, we must center these very students
in all of our policy discussions and decisions. For this final chapter, I will discuss the lessons
learned from the 2020 – 2021 school year. As we prepare to return to life post-COVID and in a
commitment to anti-racism, we cannot allow the New York City public education system to return
to the status quo. At this pivotal moment, policy makers and grassroots organizers must apply the
following lessons learned in order to create an educational system that is truly equitable.

Lesson One: Integrate NYC Schools
The 1954 U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka declared
that segregated schools are separate and unequal. However, 60 years after the landmark decision, a
2014 report from the Civil Rights Project demonstrated how New York State continued to have one
of the most segregated school systems in the United States.103 The NYCDOE was and continues to
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be a segregated school system that is separate and unequal. During the 2020 – 2021 school year,
segregated schools in low-income neighborhoods had inadequate ventilation, poor facilities, and
poor access to resources and technology. In addition, the mayor’s bad policy decisions throughout
the pandemic disproportionately affected low-income Black and Latinx communities. Most of the
students enrolled for remote learning were BIPOC students, with an overrepresentation of inperson learners being White. As the city focused its resources for the in-person students, the city
egregiously neglected its low-income Black and Latinx students.
Rather than promoting a façade of an equitable, diverse, and racially just school system,
policymakers must enact specific policies to desegregate New York City’s schools in a way that
centers power with those who have been marginalized. While there may be many proposals for
exactly how the city should go about desegregating schools, it is always useful to see what has
worked in the past.
In recent years there have been efforts to desegregate middle schools in Brooklyn’s District
15. The school district spans across multiple Brooklyn neighborhoods, including Park Slope where
many affluent, White families have utilized their power and privilege. In the podcast series Nice
White Parents, journalist Chana Joffe-Walt discusses the recent desegregation efforts in Brooklyn’s
school District 15. In early 2020, the DOE hired WXY, an urban planning firm, to engage with
members of District 15 and bring about reform to middle school application process:
WXY put together a working group from across the district. [The District 15 Parents for
Middle School Equity] had one seat on the working group. The D.O.E. got two seats. And
the other 13 seats went to teachers, principals, community advocates, parents, and students
— almost all people of color. 104
By working directly with the community and centering people of color—and not White families—
the desegregation efforts were successful. While previous middle school criteria prevented many
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low-income, students of color from entering certain schools, a new system was created utilizing a
lottery that included 52 percent of students from low-income, temporary housing or English
Language Learners. The District 15 middle school diversity plan had set goals for desegregating its
middle schools, and in the first year it hit the city’s target. And, contrary to the notion of “white
flight,” many white families did not leave the District 15 middle schools.105
As desegregation efforts continue, affluent, White families will have their children
attending schools with children of color, low-income, and other marginalized folx. However,
desegregation must go beyond putting White and BIPOC students together in a school building. In
desegregate New York City’s public schools, we must also desegregate the power and influence of
affluent, White families.
In my experiences as a educator, I have witnessed how White families wield their power
(even when they represent a minority of the school’s demographics). White parents utilize their
resources to raise money through the Parent Association and influence school administrators to put
money towards specific programs—often the programs that directly benefit their children. I have
also witnessed this power utilized for preferential treatment, such as admittance into a Gifted and
Talented or Dual Language program. As part of integrating schools, school administrators and
educators should be aware of how preferential treatment is awarded to White families, and that
desegregation involves empowering those who have been marginalized. desegregating schools is
essential, it is just as essential to provide power to those who are marginalized—shifting power
away from the “nice white parents.”
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Lesson Two: Participatory Democratic Control of Schools
The 2020 – 2021 school year had demonstrated the detrimental effects of mayoral control
of schools, where poor decision making by Mayor Bill de Blasio had disproportionately harmed
low-income Black and Latinx communities. The mayor’s decision to focus resources on in-person
learning, with no effort to create a more substantial and well supported remote learning experience,
demonstrated the mayor’s dedication to the few, the privileged, and the powerful. Even when
advocates had raised their voices pushing the mayor to close school buildings in March 2020, the
mayor’s decision to delay that decision ended up costing thousands of Black and Latinx lives. Even
prior to the pandemic, the mayor has been a constant obstacle against activist efforts to desegregate
NYC schools and had long been resistant to admitting that the school system was even
“segregated.”
In the middle of the 2020-2021 school year, on February 27, Richard Carranza resigned as
NYC school chancellor. Teens Take Charge, a youth activist coalition of NYC public school
students, released a statement where they “thank[ed] chancellor Carranza for his efforts to bring
school segregation to the spotlight, to explain anti-bias training, and to call out white supremacy
and racism in our schools.” The statement goes on to criticize Mayor Bill de Blasio, noting that
“Throughout Chancellor Carranza's tenure, Mayor de Blasio was obstructionist, ineffective, and
actively harmful to the integration efforts that Carranza publicly supported… Instead of
implementing needed policy changes, Mayor de Blasio fought behind closed doors to maintain the
unequal status quo that benefits privileged families.”106 Speaking truth to power, Teens Take
Charge hightlighted the fundamental problem with having absolute, mayoral control of NYC public
schools.
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In lieu of total mayoral control of schools, I purpose the city adapt a participatory
democratic model of leadership. In her book, We Want to Do More Than Survive, Bettina Love
discusses the work of participatory democracy and that of Ella Baker. Love describes Ella Baker
and how “Baker approached all her work through participatory democracy, which rejected topdown, hierarchical, male-centered leadership. Participatory democracy uplift voices that have been
deliberately placed in the margins and seeks to organize, strategize, and mobilize their consensusbuilding.”107 As this school year has made clear, we must seek to create participatory democracy.
We need to listen to the voices of true educational stake-holders and shift power toward them.
This empowerment must also center language justice, as communications from the
Department of Education have ignored the need for language access. Grassroots organizations such
as Language Access for All have been vocal prior to and during the pandemic. Their goal of
promoting language justice in the city’s institutions as been an effort in support of the city’s
immigrant communities, many of which have residents that do not speak English.
By creating a participatory democracy within the DOE, educators, school administrators,
and school counselors should also have a say in the decision-making process. Much like the WXY
working group for School District 15,108 the participatory democracy must center the voices of
color—and not that of the influential White parents who have long had their concerns and needs
met by city officials.
Finally, the greatest educational stakeholders should also have a say in a participatory
democratic school system. Organizations, such as Teens Take Charge, have been at the forefront of
fights for equity and desegregation in NYC public schools. The greatest stakeholders of public
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schooling are the students we serve, and students should be empowered and have a say in issues
affecting their school community.

Lesson Three: Center Health & Healing
As I speak to the need for schools to center health and healing, I must first draw on my
mother’s experiences of being an afro-indigenous Puerto Rican child attending Brooklyn public
schools in the 1960s. This was at a time following the 1950s mass migration of Puerto Ricans to
New York City for the Island. The racial discrimination experienced by Puerto Ricans in NYC at
the time was intense, with some store signs reading "No dogs or Puerto Ricans allowed"109 My
mother, like most Puerto Rican children of her time, was forced to adopt an “American” name, as
Milagros was too difficult for her White teachers to say. My mother was forced to assimilate to
Whiteness and was harmed by the institutional and racist culture of the Board of Education These
experiences have informed my mother’s, perfectly valid and accurate, opinion that the NYCBOE
was racist and harmful to children of color. And, with my own experiences of being a Puerto Rican
child attending Brooklyn public schools, such as the “prestigious” (and White) William Alexander
Middle School 51, I can attest that the DOE has continued to be racist and harmful to children of
color. So, when the majority of BIPOC families opted to keep their children home during the
pandemic, I completely understood their lack of trust in the DOE and the city’s commitment to
keeping their children safe.
Given that an overrepresentation of Black and Brown students opted for remote learning,
these same students will have been out of school buildings for 18 months. It is without a doubt in
my mind that as we return to school buildings post-pandemic, the national dialogue on education
will once again focus its attention on achievement gaps, learning losses, and the need to assess
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children with standardized testing – all in the name of ensuring good education for the poor Black
and Brown children who have “been out of school” (even though teachers such as myself have
never stopped teaching them).
Before politicians start discussing the need for more assessments, problems with low test
scores and the achievement gap, we must acknowledge that even prior to the pandemic, lowincome Black and Brown students have their health working against them a result of racial and
socioeconomic inequities. As education historian Diane Ravitch notes:
The combination of [poverty and high concentrations of racial minorities] is associated with
low test scores. Children whose parents are poor and have low educational attainment tend
to have lower test scores. Children who are poor receive less medical attention and less
nutrition and experience more stress, disruption and crises in their lives. These factors have
an ongoing and profound effect on academic performance. That is why poor children need
even more stability, more support, smaller class sizes and more attention from their teachers
and others in their schools, but often receive far less, due to underfunding.”110
Bettina Love speaks to this issue as well, noting that “for schools to be well, and therefore, the
children in them, schools must place more importance on students' mental, physical, and spiritual
health than any other test… School officials will put everything before students' actual mental
health, not understanding that test scores cannot and will not increase until students are healing
from trauma and warm mattering to themselves and their community.111 Instead of pushing the
need for more assessments, raising standards and improving test scores, the NYCDOE must learn
from this pandemic the importance of public health, and the physical and emotional health of our
most vulnerable communities.
Healthy schools should also center the needs of the immediate community, especially in
low-income, BIPOC and immigrant communities. To develop trust with the school’s BIPOC
communities, the NYCDOE must integrate wrap-around services into each public school building.
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During the pandemic, our school was able to support our community because our parent
coordinator has been a longtime community activist and advocate. Our school has been able to
provide services to families, such as housing advocacy, adult English Language classes, resume
building, job networking, and financial literacy education. These services to our community are an
investment in our low-income, immigrant, and BIPOC families. To help our school and our
community thrive, all NYC public schools should be equipped with personnel who have been
engaged in activism and advocacy in the community. All NYC public schools should provide these
services, and more, as we work to create a more equitable school system and society.
Healthy schools should also acknowledge racism as a public health issue and take a traumainformed approach when interacting with BIPOC students and their families. As Black and Brown
children return to school buildings, they will bring with them not only the trauma of the pandemic,
but their pre-existing traumas and their inherited traumas. Because “epigenetic research has even
suggested that trauma is inherited and encoded in our DNA”112 schools must be mindful of how
this trauma may manifest. In particular, schools must become more mindful of how trauma can
affect students’ ability to self-regulate, and lead them to overreact in a way that has often been
subjected to punitive discipline measures. For too long, trauma in the form of “misbehavior” has
been used in the criminalization of Black and Brown students in schools.113 As Monique Morris
discusses in her book, Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools, punitive forms of
discipline have long-targeted children of color. “‘Willful defiance’ is a widely used, subjective, and
arbitrary category for student misbehavior,’ she argues, “that can include everything from a student
having a verbal altercation with a teacher to refusing to remove a hat in school or complete an
assignment. It is essentially a formalized way for a school to reprimand students for failing to
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follow orders. As an undefined catchall category for student misbehavior, willful defiance has been
scrutinized for how often it is used to suspend children of color.”114 As we reimagine schooling
with a more trauma-informed approach, schools must adopt restorative justice practices. As Morris
notes about the use of restorative approaches with Black girls who have endured significant trauma,
“restorative approaches work best for girls when they are fully engaged in the process through
understanding and investment. This investment among girls of color appears to increase when
facilitators reflect a similar background or express empathy for their experiences.”115 In
implementing restorative practices and trauma-informed, schools must be rooted in anti-racist
practices and work with BIPOC children, not against them.
In centering student mental health, there must also be a substantial investment in school
counselors. The #CounselorsNotCops movement has been an example of abolitionist work in our
educational system, and any reimaging of schooling must recognize the impact of police presence
in racially traumatized school communities.
Healthy schools must also prioritize teacher wellness. “For schools to be well, Educators
need to be well,” Love notes. “Educators need free therapy, love, compassion, and healing and to
embrace theories that explain why getting well is so hard. Teacher Wellness is critical to creating
schools that protect student’s potential and function as their home place. Educators, students, and
parents need a path to Wellness together for schools to be sites of healing.”116 Schools need to
become places that focus on the mental health of staff, families, students, and the community.
Finally, healthy schools must have infrastructure that is conducive to the health and
wellness of the entire school community. Although the average age of a NYC public school is 46
years, some buildings are well over a century old. While the development of new school buildings
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with climate-friendly infrastructure would be ideal, old school buildings are also in need of major
and ongoing investments and repairs. Healthy schools must also include modern HVAC systems,
proper ventilation, and safe drinking water free of any lead contamination.

Lesson Four: Fostering Abolitionist School Communities
As I reflect on my own experiences as an abolitionist educator, I acknowledge how, my
preservice education was one grounded in critical race theory. My teacher preparation program at
Hunter College included professors who had been taught by pioneering education historian Jean
Anyon, and my coursework was centered on becoming an effective urban public school teacher. As
we prepare for an education reimagining, we must foster the abolitionist principals laid forth by Dr.
Bettina Love, and adopt these principals with pre-service teachers, in-service teachers,
administrators, school culture, and the Department of Education as a whole.
In order to foster a culture of abolitionist educators, pre-service teachers must learn to
understand the educational system through the lens of CRT. By fostering CRT within teacher
candidates, we can prepare future educators to understand the true reasons for the achievement gap,
and the trauma that many NYC public school students bring with them into the classroom. It is
essential for pre-service teachers to understand the history of public education, and how public
education has historically been a tool for assimilation that inflicts harm on BIPOC students.
Learning the history of U.S. education, with its Indian Boarding schools, “Mexican schools,” and
the segregated schools leading up to Brown v. Board of Education demonstrates how the public
school system has always worked to harm BIPOC children and their communities.
School culture must adopt abolitionist teaching as not only a pedagogical method, but also
as a daily practice when interacting with families. Parents—particularly those with privilege and
power—play an essential role in promoting an abolitionist school culture. For this reason, I wish to
draw attention to this statement by Parents for Responsive Equitable Safe Schools:
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We span generations, cultures & zip codes. We are a parent collective building community
across school districts, who hold the DOE, the Mayor, and the education press accountable.
We lead on PTAs, SLTs, CECs, in community organizations, and we empower parents,
students and we support school staff. We build learning communities, write anti-racist
curriculum, dance, make art and keep the focus on equity and the energy on love.117
Parent Associations (PAs), particularly those staffed by affluent, White parents, have an essential
role in promoting abolitionist school culture. As we move towards desegregating schools, we can
expect advantaged and influential White parents advocating for their children. An abolitionist
school culture should dictate how power is leveraged in parent associations, and school
administrators must work alongside PAs to ensure that the voices of those placed at the margins are
centered in school discussions and decision making.
Promoting an abolitionist culture will not be easy. As with the abolition of slavery, there
will be many vocal opponents who will oppose our advancements toward racial equity. An
abolitionist school culture will involve privileged, mainly White, parents ceding power to those
who have been relegated to the margins. However, as we emerge from a pandemic that has deeply
affected low-income Black and Latinx communities, we cannot return to the status quo. Our work
must be anti-racist and deliberate in bringing equity to all NYC public school students and their
families.

Final Thoughts
As our nation enters a new period of reconstruction, one which focuses on the needs of
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color, we are provided with an opportunity to create a brighter
future for our children and communities. As we return to school buildings from a pandemic that
will leave so many Black and Latinx children traumatized, parent-less, and critical of U.S.
institutions, educators must choose to commit to abolitionist teaching. We must reject complicity
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with a racist educational institution such as the DOE. Black and Latinx children have endured
enough trauma, and we educators owe it to our students and the communities we serve to center
their well-being and to tear down systemic oppression. It is with this in mind that I call on my
fellow union members to join MORE and contribute to a more equitable NYC public school
system.
Educational reform cannot exist in a silo, as schools do not exist separate from the
communities that they serve. If we are to support Black and Latinx students as they return to school
post-pandemic, we need to stop focusing our attention to learning loss and the achievement gap.
Instead, we need holistic and systemic reforms to benefit Black and Latinx families and help them
thrive. The power of grassroots organizing provides a collective voice for the needs of our people,
and right now, our people need radical love, empathy and resources.
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF FIGURES
Figure 1: Race and Ethnicity of NYC Public School Students (2020).
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Figure 2: Teacher and MORE member, Annie Tan, tweets concern of community spread.
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Figure 3: “The Toilet Paper Test” at Martin Luther King Jr. Educational Campus.

Figure 4: Councilmember Mark Treyger tweets his response to “the toilet paper test.”
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Figure 5: Press NYC tweets concerns about ventilation.
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Figure 6: Brooklyn Public School 139, circa 1908.
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Figure 7: A NYC parent tweets a photo of a broken remote learning device.
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Figure 8: MORE members express connectivity concerns.

Figure 9: Low-income children face digital obstacles.
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